Appendix 1: Items responded to with Yes in Experiment 1
collocations
corresponding free combinations
answer the phone
repair the phone
blow my nose
hurt my nose
brush my teeth
count my teeth
call the election
love the election
carry a penalty
apply a penalty
catch the train
paint the train
close my eyes
clean my eyes
commit a crime
notice a crime
cross the street
check the street
cut costs
set costs
drive my car
break my car
drop a hint
want a hint
fail the test
join the test
fill the gap
seek the gap
give a speech
need a speech
grow my hair
burn my hair
have an idea
like an idea
launch a campaign
spread a campaign
leak information
lack information
leave an impression
shape an impression
lend my support
fund my support
lose weight
move weight
make a mistake
hide a mistake
meet the standards
save the standards
miss the chance
kill the chance
mow the lawn
see the lawn
open an account
ruin an account
pack a bag
knit a bag
pay attention
lie attention
play music
feel music
put pressure
use pressure
ride a bike
sell a bike
ring the bell
hang the bell
row the boat
own the boat
run the risk
end the risk
satisfy the demand
examine the demand
send troops
help troops
serve the purpose
doubt the purpose
shoot the video
judge the video
sing a song
pick a song
smoke a cigarette
touch a cigarette
snap my fingers
grip my fingers
solve the problem
bring the problem
spend time
grant time
spoil the fun
start the fun
strike a pose
change a pose
swing a bat
steal a bat
take medicine
hate medicine
watch TV
block TV
wear a hat
show a hat
win an award
get an award

